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Since China launched the "Go Global" strategy, more and more engineering 
companies have started to go abroad and contract for international projects. The 
management skills of the Chinese engineering companies have improved quickly and 
they also made remarkable achievements. At the same time, the collective strength of 
the Chinese international engineering project contractors has significantly enhanced, 
and they are now well recognized in the global market. Of the Year 2013 Global Top 
250 Engineering Contractors selected by the U.S. magazine "ENR" (Engineering 
News Record), 55 are Chinese companies. China has more companies on the list than 
any other countries in the world. 
Since China’s implement of exchange rate system reform on July 21, 2005, the 
appreciation of RMB has obviously speeded up, and this has accumulatively reached 
at more than 33%. The international engineering project holds the characteristics of 
long period and so on, which bring along to it an exclusive exposure of exchange rate 
risk. The international engineering industry in China has developed more than 20 
years, during these days, the strength of which in the world international engineering 
area has been strengthened. China has become the world's major international project 
contracting power. However, most Chinese international engineering contractors 
nowadays regard USD as main currency in business, so with the appreciation of RMB 
to USD, the exchange rate risk that they will be confronted with is fierce. This paper 
which bases on the present condition and characteristics of China’s international 
engineering industry, discuses the exchange rate risk which Chinese international 
engineering contractors is about to confront with and its trend, and tries to find an 
efficient way out of all those methods of escaping from exchange rate risk for them. 
This article consists of six chapters: Chapter I, introduction, briefly introduced 
the topic background of this article and significance of this research; Chapter II, 
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exchange rate risk; Chapter III, Analysis of the exchange rate risk characteristics for 
China's international engineering contractors, and its impacts on the business and 
development of the contractors; Chapter IV, introduced and summarized several 
common exchange rate risk avoidance strategies for the international engineering 
contractors, and illustrated the principles should be followed when using these 
strategies; Chapter V, case study, this part introduced the present situation of 
company L’s international engineering contracting business and the exchange rate risk 
which company L is facing, and analyzed the measures taken by company L in terms 
of exchange rate risk avoidance; Chapter VI, conclusion and suggestions, put forward 
some suggestions for improvement of exchange rate risk avoidance of Chinese 
international engineering contractors. 
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